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1 INTRODUCTION
Researchers at the Institute of Development Studies
are grouped into clusters. The industry cluster is
composed of four Fellows (full-time academic staff)
and a varying number of Visiting Fellows and re-
search officers. The cluster is concentrating much of
its attention on changing relations between firms
and changing organization within firms in manufac-
turing industry. In the developed world, a consider-
able literature on these questions has emerged in
recent years.

In this literature there tends to be a division between
analysis of small firms and analysis of large firms. In
recent years work on the activities of small firms has
been given great impetus by the apparent success of
the Emilia-Romagna area of northern Italy, the so-
called Third Italy. In this region, networks of small
firms appear to have gained a strong competitive
position and a major presence in certain interna-
tional markets. In other parts of Europe too, group-
ings of firms in industrial districts seemed to have
weathered the recessions of the 1970s and 1980s
relatively well.2 The small firm literature, therefore,
focuses predominantly on inter-firm linkages.

Studies of reorganization among large firms, the
focus of this Bulletin, has been stimulated by the
increasing dominance of Japanese industry and the
attempts to introduce Japanese methods into Europe
and North America. Japanese firms have been very
successful in manufacturing, and a large part of this
success has been attributed to the way large Japanese
firms are organized - their management structures,
their links with supplier companies and the way
they organize production activities on the factory
floor. Many Western firms are desperately trying to
find out the 'secret' of Japanese success and adopt
many elements of Japanese practices themselves. In
this literature there is a varying emphasis on inter-
firm and intra-firm organization. Major changes in
relations between firms of all sizes are clearly taking
place, and there is a considerable and long-estab-
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lished literature on inter-firm links in Japan. A
recent conference on inter-enterprise networks (IlLS
1992) highlighted some of the changes taking place.
At the same time, many firms are making great
efforts to reorganize their internal structures and
activities, and there is a large and rapidly-growing
literature on this topic.

For those studying the Third World, there is a strong
incentive to incorporate new ideas about industrial
development. They can help to anticipate future
developments and also provide a better basis on
which to formulate policy. However, anticipating
events in the Third World on the basis of new
theories about the First has two major problems.
Firstly, the characterization of trends in the First
World may be inaccurate. Secondly, First World
experience may not be relevant or applicable to the
Third.

Industry cluster members have questioned the accu-
racy of new theories of inter-firm and intra-firm
organization (Schmitz 1992; Humphrey 1992), but it
is the question of the relevance of such theories to the
Third World which is currently the centre of atten-
tion of a number of the cluster's members. A recent
issue of the IDS Bulletin (Rasmussen and Schmitz
1992) was dedicated to considering Third World
evidence on relations between small firms. It exam-
ined the clustering of small firms in a wide range of
Third World countries.

This current issue of the IDS Bulletin aims to do the
same job for reorganization in large firms. It is based
largely on work carried out or coordinated by indus-
try cluster members. The four articles on Brazil arise
out of a research project led by John Humphrey,
while the articles on Zimbabwe and Mexico are
derived from a research project and from doctoral
research carried out under the direction of Raphael
Kaplinsky. Humphrey and Kaplinsky have also
written an article each for the issue.

'For an overview of industrial districts in Europe see Sengenberger
and Pyke (1991). For a review of the policy conclusions which can be
drawn from these experiences, see Schmitz and Musyck (1993).
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The focus of this Bulletin is the transformation of the
organization of production within firms and the
consequences this has for suppliers. Clearly, this
means that such important areas as industry policy,
trade policy, education and training policies, and
macroeconomic adjustment will only be touched
upon indirectly. This is a deliberate choice. There
are so many misconceptions about intra-firm reor-
ganization that the priority at the present time is to
establish that important changes are taking place
and to understand better what the consequences of
such changes might be. Examples of a more directly
policy-oriented approach to organizational change
in large firms by industry cluster members can be
found in Fleury and Humphrey (1992) and UNCTC
(1993).

Other important aspects of the recent work of the
IDS industry cluster are also unrepresented in this
issue. A major strand of the cluster's work has been
in the operational field, working on policies for
particular countries, including Cyprus (Murray
1992), the Dominican Republic (Kaplinsky 1991),
Jamaica and South Africa. Work on macro and
sectoral level policies has been complemented by the
active involvement of cluster members in the imple-
mentation of organizational reform at the plant level.

In the course of 1993, a workshop and further pub-
lications will bring some of the results of this re-
search into the public domain. The cluster will be
pursuing research on both large and small firms, and
on the macro industry and trade policies needed for
large and small firms to prosper in changing na-
tional and international environments. Collabora-
tion will continue with researchers from Europe and
the Third World, doctoral students, international
organizations and the private sector. This issue of
the Bulletin also reflects part of this mix of contacts
and collaboration, having articles from members of
the cluster, doctoral students (one recently com-
pleted, one continuing), recent Visiting Fellows at
the Institute, and Third World nationals who are
collaborating with industry cluster research.

The remainder of this Introduction will present the
views of just one of the cluster's members about the
main issues raised by the various contributions to
this volume. Inevitably, some of the discussion of
reorganization within firms includes some rather
technical language. At the end of this Introduction
there is an Appendix which provides brief defini-
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tions of a number of the more specialized terms used
here and in the succeeding articles.

2 ARE LARGE PLANTS IN THE THIRD WORLD
REORGANIZING?
The nature of this reorganizing is discussed in Sec-
tions 3 and 4 of this Introduction, but the brief
answer to the question just posed is 'yes'. In fact,
organizational change seems to be viable in a wider
range of economies than might, at first, be imagined.
The case studies from Zimbabwe and India show
that JIT/TQC is not restricted to the Newly Industri-
alizing Countries of East Asia and Latin America.
The articles in this volume on Brazil, Argentina and
Mexico suggest that the introduction of JIT/TQC is
both rapid and extensive. Major transformations of
industry are taking place, yet they have hardly been
documented at all.

However, the articles in this Bulletin also make clear
that elements of JIT/TQC can be adopted in very
different ways. Evidence of the use of techniques
such as kanban or SPC (see Appendix) by no means
indicates that a company is becoming highly com-
petitive or efficient or has adopted a total package of
improvement. In other words, it does not appear to
be the case that firms in the Third World are adopt-
ing wholesale a tightly-linked model of related inno-
vations, as would be suggested by the proponents of
Lean Production (Womack, Jones and Roos 1990). A
discussion of what might be the basic elements of
JIT/TQC and a possible minimum package of inno-
vations follows in the next two Sections.

3 WHAT IS INVOLVED IN REORGANIZATION?
Reorganization has many facets. Inside the firm,
reorganization can involve not only the way in
which production is carried out, but also shifts in
managerial structures, changes in the relationship
between design and production, and new relations
with suppliers. It is for this reason that Hoffman and
Kaplinsky (1988) characterize the changes taking
place as a shift from machinofacture to
systemofacture. In some companies, at least, there is
a systemic change, involving all aspects of company
activities. Relations with other firms may also be
transformed as companies seek more reliability of
supply (both in quality and in delivery) and more
cooperation in the development of new products.



The articles in this Bulletin are concerned with the
reorganization of production, particularly changes
designed to raise productivity and quality. These
changes are often referred to as Just-in-Time (JIT)
and Total Quality Control (TQC).3 The key elements
of JIT/TQC can be viewed from many different
angles. Here four elements will be highlighted:

1 An emphasis on improved flows of production,
using kanban (see appendix) or other pull sys-
tems of production control, manufacturing cells,
stock reduction and smaller lot sizes. The ulti-
mate ideal is for products and parts to flow
through the factory without stopping.

2 Tracing quality problems back to their origin and
resolving them at that point. The later quality
problems are detected, the costlier they are to
rectify. Quality should be achieved by (i) system-
atically tracing problems back to source and
trying to resolve them, and (ii) giving production
workers and managers responsibility for quality.
Inspection is not abandoned (in many TQC fac-
tories it is intense), but quality control is no
longer separated from production activities.

3 Worker Responsibility and Involvement. JIT/
TQC places greater responsibility on direct pro-
duction workers. They have to produce the right
amount of goods at the right time with the right
quality. They may also acquire jobs formerly
done by others, such as quality checking and
routine maintenance. This gives them greater
responsibility, but it is often accompanied by
greater supervision and control - regular ap-
praisals, intensified surveillance, and a clear at-
tribution of goals and errors.

4 Continual improvement (kaizen, see Appendix).
JITITQC systems tend to institutionalize the
search for continual improvements in the effi-
ciency of production.

This core of organizational change is a subject of the
articles by Kaplinsky, Posthuma, Ruas, and Franzoi
and Rodrigues. But these changes are related to
many others. Marx considers how changing policies
by large automotive firms in Brazil affect small
components producers. Similarly, Ramirez consid-
ers the impact of JIT/TQC in Northern Mexico on
the Mexican car industry as a whole and on the

the Appendix to this Introduction.
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position of Mexican suppliers to the major multina-
tional assembly companies. Fleury considers the
changes in company culture which can arise from
new production methods, and Roldán puts change
in production into the wider context of debates on
deregulation, industrial restructuring and gender
relations. Humphrey puts the drive for quality
improvement in Korea in the context of
macroeconomic pressures and government policy.
Inevitably, other relevant areas such as design, mar-
keting and increasing cooperation between large
companies have had to be ignored.

4 IS THERE A SINGLE JIT/TQC MODEL?
Much of the discussions of new forms of production
organization argue that JIT/TQC has to be adopted
as a single, comprehensive package. The authors of
a key text on the topic, Womack, Jones and Roos
(1990), lay out a model of 'lean production' which
includes manufacturing, design and supplier rela-
tions. According to Cooke:

The essentials of Toyotism [lean production]
cannot satisfactorily be implemented either piece-
meal or isolated from each other. They are, as
Jones (1990) has put it in describing lean produc-
tion, 'only fully functionable when all elements
are in place and working together' (Cooke 1992:
5).

In contrast to this, the articles in this Bulletin show a
wide degree of variation in the implementation of
JIT/TQC, which is the production-oriented side of
the broader lean production model.

In part, these variations can be accounted for by
differences in production processes. Leaving aside
dimensional industries, such as chemicals and steel,
the technologies required in industries making dis-
crete products vary considerably. A machining or
forming operation has very different characteristics
from assembly activities. JIT/TQC principles will be
operationalized in different ways according to the
processes used. However, the differences found in
this Bulletin go beyond this. Roldán argues that in
Argentina there is a continuum from high-level JIT
in large, technically-advanced firms through to low-
level JIT, which is much more limited in scope.
Similarly, Ruas contrasts the use of elements of JIT/
TQC in metalworking and in more traditional sec-
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tors such as footwear and furniture; and Posthuma's
analysis of organizational change in Zimbabwe
shows how firms adopting JIT remain a long way
below international standards of excellence.

How are these findings to be interpreted? One
strategy is to discount such findings by arguing that
less comprehensive versions of JIT/TQC are transi-
tory: either firms adopting such versions will go on
to adopt full-blown JIT/TQC, or they will be forced
out of business by other firms adopting the full JIT/
TQC package. This writer takes an alternative view.
There are significant differences by sector and size of
firm. It has to be proved rather than assumed that
deviations from an ideal model of JIT/TQC are less
efficient. Even if they are less efficient, the market
will only eliminate non-adopters or imperfect
adopters very slowly. In short, the variations in JIT/
TQC found in the articles in this volume are likely to
persist for a very long time.

The appropriate analogy here is with Fordism and
Taylorism. Over half a century after Ford had
introduced the assembly line and Taylor had devel-
oped his system, significant parts of industry had
either been left untouched by these developments or
had adopted them in a variety of different forms.
The same unevenness and differentiation is likely to
characterize the spread of JIT/TQC. Even though
manufacturing industry is much more internation-
alized and internationally competitive now than it
was 70 years ago, a similar unevenness of spread of
innovation across sectors of industry, sizes of firm
and countries will be observed. This unevenness
wifi reflect both differences in efficiency - some firms
will adopt JIT/TQC with greater effectiveness than
others - and also variations in the appropriateness of
particular JIT/TQC techniques in different sectors.4

5 IS THERE A MINIMUM PACKAGE OF
JIT/TOC MEASURES?
If there is no single JIT/TQC model, is there a
minimum set of changes which firms must adopt to
make JIT/TQC effective? The case studies in this
volume point to some basic elements:

some reorganization aimed at improving the
flow of production and achieving quality-at-

40n the issue of 'national' variants of Taylorism and its spread across
the world, see Montmollin and Pastré (1984). Wood (1991) argues
that a core of JITITQC practices, which he calls 'Toyotaism', should
be distinguished from the employee relations and supplier relations
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source. Kanban and SPC are two means of
achieving these goals, but they are by no means
the only ways of doing so.

a commitment to change from top management.
This seems to be essential for change to succeed.
The importance of a commitment by top man-
agement is stressed consistently in the literature.
Kaplinsky's study in this Bulletin also highlights
this point, as did research in Brazil (Fleury and
Humphrey 1992). Similarly, Posthuma in this
volume shows the negative effects of top man-
agement not being committed to thorough-go-
ing change.

reorganization of management structures. The
need to reorganize management structures is
most clearly outlined in Fleury's article. Rela-
tions between different departments have to be
reorganized and management hierarchies flat-
tened if new production systems are to work.

training and involvement. Training for produc-
tion workers seems to be an essential feature of
JIT/TQC. This training will contain technical
and motivational aspects. Workers have to be
both equipped with the understanding required
to implement JIT/TQC techniques and be moti-
vated to put them into practice. This motivation
may be based on consent or compliance (see
below).

In addition to these commonly-found features, it is
also possible to find firms examining their position
in the market and redefining their strategies, as
shown by Kaplinsky's analysis of Compton Greaves
Ltd in India. The depth of change undertaken by this
company is striking - examination of markets, mana-
gerial reorganization, new product and process strat-
egies, extensive motivation of labour and clear goals
for continuing improvement - and it is seen rela-
tively rarely in the literature. Roldán's notion of
high-level JIT implies a similar comprehensive
change, and some of the Brazilian firms described by
Fleury are also making deep changes. However,
many of the firms studied in this volume did not
reorganize so extensively, as shown by the articles
by Marx, Ruas and Posthuma.

associated with them. He argues that the introduction of For ham into
Europe was not accompanied by the social relations seen at Ford's
plant in Detroit.



6 THE IMPACT OF JIT/TQC ON LABOUR
The impact of JIT/TQC on labour is a controversial
question. Some writers argue strongly that the need
for worker involvement and multi-skilling is bound
to provide significant benefits for labour. Equally,
critics of Japanese management systems have ar-
gued that labour will be subjected to oppressive
control and increasing intensity of work. A number
of the articles provide evidence on this issue, al-
though it should be borne in mind that little of the
research involved direct interviews with workers.

Roldán's article argues that workers' position im-
proves only in the transnationals and large locally-
owned firms which have an international orienta-
tion. In other companies, change is often forced on
unwilling workers by fear of unemployment. She
also argues that there is a strong gender dimension
to the impact of JIT/TQC on labour. Women are
concentrated in those firms which are not upgrading
labour, and within firms they lose out relative to
men. In factories employing both men and women,
the introduction of multi-skilling and functional
flexibility (see the Appendix to this Introduction)
tends to lead to men being given formerly female
tasks in addition to their own, with a consequent
displacement of female labour. In one all-female
plant, Roldán argues that a reluctance to invest in
training for women acted as an obstacle to JIT/TQC.

These findings were not confirmed by the Brazilian
case studies. Although gender issues are not explic-
itly raised in them, a number of the factories de-
scribed by Fleury employed women workers. In at
least two, multi-skilling and extensive training had
been extended to female workers as well as male.
Roesch (1991) describes significant investment in
female training in a Brazilian firm introducing JIT/
TQC. Clearly further work needs to be done on this
question. The sexual division of labour is not likely
to be undermined by changes in the development of
JIT/TQC. Indeed, the language of JIT/TQC is suf-
fused with notions of skill which are highly gendered
(Jenson 1989). However, it is less clear precisely how
gendered divisions of labour will be altered by the
concrete application of JIT/TQC and what impact
these will have on the level of female employment
and the type of work done by women.

5 Director of Personnel at Nissan UK, has argued that Nissan is a
still a mass producer, albeit a lean one, and that in spite of worker
involvement assembly line work remains 95 per cent externally
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The articles on Brazil are somewhat divided on the
question of the impact of JIT/TQC on labour, and
this division is typical of the literature as a whole.
Fleury suggests that organizations are changing and
workers are benefiting. Power relations are being
modified and workers are being viewed as a valu-
able resource. This is also the message from
Kaplinsky's article on India. Quite opposite to this
is the position taken by Franzoi and Rodrigues. They
argue that the gains to labour are non-existent and
that Brazilian managers are only interested in in-
creasing profits, without much concern for either
workers or consumers. They argue that a closer
inspection of firms show that the apparent gains to
workers in terms of training and stability of employ-
ment have not in fact materialized. Between these
two positions lies the article by Ruas. He paints a
more complex picture and suggests that the atti-
tudes of trade unions towards JIT/TQC are begin-
ning to change.

These differences cannot be resolved here. In part,
they are differences of perspective and outlook. The
Brazil articles are, in some cases, referring to the
same firms and are derived in part from the same
research project. What is seen by one commentator
as an improvement on the past is seen by another as
a failure to fully transform the basis of work. Franzoi
and Rodrigues compare organizational innovation
in Brazil to that in Japan, Sweden and Germany and
find Brazil woefully inadequate. This comparison
may expect too much of Brazilian firms and also be
based on a mistaken view of what really happens in
the developed world. The tendency for the literature
to establish dichotomies between the new and the
old - Lean Production versus Mass Production, for
example (Womack, Jones and Roos 1990) - encour-
ages researchers to expect to find more radical trans-
formations of work than are actually taking place.5

Problems of interpretation also arise because the
impact of JIT/TQC on labour is complex. It can
provide opportunities for more training and more
varied work. It can also increase the pressure of
work and the degree of control and surveillance
exercised by management. Differences will arise
because JIT/TQC can be introduced in a variety of
different ways even in the same industry, as was
noted in Section 4. Firms will be influenced in their

controlled (Wickens 1992). Hence, lean production will not lead to a
total transformation of work.
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use of JIT/TQC by such varied factors as the educa-
tion and training available for labour, the industrial
relations situation (see Humphrey's article), com-
petitive strategies (Ruas), and the age of capital
equipment and the opportunities for replacing it
(Posthuma). These differences might vary from
firm-to-firm, or be sector-specific, or influence JIT/
TQC implementation across a whole country.

7 INTER-FIRM RELATIONS
Much of the work carried out on JIT/TQC is based
on case studies of forms or groups of firms. In many
cases, leading firms are studied, because it is in these
firms that the process of change is likely to be most
advanced. Case studies have, almost inevitably, to
focus on these leading firms. However, this creates
a bias in understanding.

Part of this bias arises out of the fact that JIT/TQC is
often associated with a process of contracting out of
peripheral services and changes in supplier rela-
tions. Firms increasingly rely on a network of sup-
pliers of goods and services. Therefore, a full under-
standing of the impact of JIT/TQC requires study of
the suppliers of goods and services. These may be
large companies providing services such as security,
canteens, cleaning and maintenance, or small enter-
prises (sometimes created by former' employees)
providing specialist services. In addition to this,
companies using JIT/TQC are reorganizing their
existing supplier networks and demanding improved
quality procedures and systems. Marx's article in
this Bulletin examines the way small firms respond
to this pressure.

It is at this point that the literature on small firms and
industrial districts, as exemplified by the recent IDS
Bulletin on this topic (Rasmussen and Schmitz 1992),
comes into direct contact with the literature on JIT/
TQC in large firms, which is the focus of this Bulletin.
While much of the literature on small firms has
focused on the relations between small firms and
their grouping in industrial districts, Schmitz (1992)
has shown that in the Baden Württemberg region, it
is large firms which are at the centre of inter-firm
networks. These large firms may promote organiza-
tional change within their suppliers, who may be
small or large.

6 a critical assessment of the problems of small suppliers working
for large companies in advanced countries, see Semlinger (1989).
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There is no reason to suppose, however, that small
firms will benefit from this process. Marx's article
underlines the exploitative nature of the relations
between large and small firms in Brazil, while
Ramirez discusses the consequences for local firms
of the implantation of JIT systems in transnational
car companies in Northern Mexico. There is clearly
a danger of small firms being excluded from sup-
plier relations, either because large firms concen-
trate supplies in a much smaller number of more
technologically and organizationally able compa-
nies (Marx on Brazil) or because the large firms bring
in their own established suppliers when they set up
new plants (Ramirez on Northern Mexico). This is
an area which requires more research.6

8 CONCLUSIONS
The articles in this Bulletin indicate that many firms
in different countries are experimenting with JIT/
TQC. There are gains to be made in a wide variety
of industries and in countries with varying levels of
industrial development. JITITQC is not limited to
sophisticated firms in advanced economies. The
pressures to introduce elements of JIT/TQC in Third
World industry are likely to increase over the next
few years. Increasingly demanding customers in
export markets and the threat of increased competi-
tion from foreign producers entering into liberaliz-
ing domestic markets will force firms to seek im-
provement in quality and productivity. JIT/TQC is
one of the clearest and most widely-proclaimed
strategies for achieving such improvements.

This presents a number of challenges for Third
World countries. Posthuma's analysis of firms in
Zimbabwe shows that some limited gains can be
made relatively easily. But to go beyond limited one-
off gains and embark on a company-wide search for
continual improvement may take much greater ef-
forts. These efforts are almost certainly intensive in
management and engineering skills, which are often
in short supply in developing countries. As Marx's
article on small firms in Brazil notes, small firms may
not even have the minimal managerial systems re-
quired to analyze processes and keep track of per-
formance and costs.



The development of JIT/TQC beyond a core of
leading firms will present a major challenge for
governments in Third World countries. In order to
take full advantage of the potential for JIT/TQC
firms will need educated labour, access to new
technologies, improved management systems, and
a better infrastructure of transport and services. The
industry cluster will continue working on these
questions, and on the links between micro reorgani-
zation and macro policies for industry, trade and
education.

JIT/TQC poses threats as well as opportunities.
Negative impacts on women workers are highlighted
by Roldán, while Franzoi and Rodrigues are ex-
tremely sceptical about the benefits of quality pro-
grammes in Brazil for both workers and consumers.
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APPENDIX:
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

batch size A batch is the number of the parts
produced by a machine or process before a different
part is produced. A large volume of production may
be processed in separate small batches. (See set-up
time.)

functional flexibility The ability to switch workers
between tasks. This may be horizontal - switching
between different tasks of the same basic nature
(switching between different assembly jobs, for ex-
ample) - or vertical, in which workers accumulate
different types of tasks, such as production work,
quality control and maintenance.

greenfield site A factory built in a new, non-
industrial location - hence the allusion to green
fields. In contrast, existing factories, or factories
built in existing industrial areas may be referred to as
brownfield sites.

ISO 9000/4 'The International Organization for
Standardization has developed a series of standards
for total quality management. ISO 9000 provides
guidelines for their selection and use. ISO 9001
covers product design, development, production,
installation and servicing. ISO 9002 covers produc-
tion and installation, and ISO 9003 covers final in-
spection and testing. ISO 9004 includes all elements
of standards 9001-9003' (Tenner and DeToro 1992:
241). Countries which adopt similar standards
should be able to have them recognized by other
countries and in theory, this mutual recognition of
standards should lead to freer trade. However,
some countries at GATT, particularly the less-devel-
oped, fear that imposition of complex and exacting
standards for imports to more developed countries
will act as a barrier to their exports.
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Just-in-Time (JIT) One definition of JIT is simply
'to produce the right quantity, at the right time with
the right quality'. Putting this principle into practice
means improving the flow of goods and cutting
down on stocks. The fastest and cheapest way for a
product to pass through a factory system is for it to
move by as short a route as possible through all the
stages of the production process, never stopping or
waiting. Everything else is waste. JIT seeks to
eliminate waste - defective work, reworking, stor-
ing, waiting, inspection, etc. JIT is often thought of
in terms of supplier relations - suppliers deliver
small lots frequently, direct to the line without in-
coming inspection (right quantity, right time, right
quality). But JIT is probably more extensive and
important as a principle of organization within
plants. 'Internal' JIT is more extensive and probably
a precondition for effective use of 'external' JIT.

kaizen Continual improvement. All processes can
be improved. Kaizen is the practice of institutional-
izing the search for improvement. This can be done
by forming groups of workers (Quality Circles, small
group activities) and management task forces to
seek better (less costly) ways of doing things. Kaizen
works best when (i) JIT and TQC have simplified
production systems so that their workings are trans-
parent, and (ii) workers are organized into teams
and have some knowledge of jobs other than their
own.

kanban Kanban is a form of inventory and produc-
tion control using simple manual and clerical proce-
dures. At each stage of the production process,
levels of stocks are controlled by kanban cards which
are attached to containers holding parts. When an
operation uses up stocks of inputs, the empty con-
tainers and the cards are sent back to the preceding
operation. This acts as an instruction to produce one
more container of parts. In this way, production is



'pulled' forward by the demand of the next station in
the chain. Kanban cards are just one means of
implementing a 'pull' system. Kanban works best
when there is a steady demand for a limited range of
products. If demand is variable or product range
great, centralized planning, using a production plan-
fling package such as MRPII, may be the best way to
obtain low-stock, integrated production (Yamashina
et al. 1991).

lot size The number size of products to be processed
at one time. A lot can be defined as a group of
products which are moved around or stored to-
gether - a bin of parts, for example. (See batch size.)

mini-factories To operationalize JIT and TQC, large
plants can be divided into smaller units, mini-f acto-
ries, each with full responsibility for production,
maintenance and quality. Mini-factories may pro-
duce different parts of a single final product (axle
assemblies for vehicles, for example), or they may be
devoted to different product ranges (for example,
men's moccasins and women's fashion shoes).

Quality Assurance Schemes in which companies
specify and check the production and quality proce-
dures in supplier companies so that supplies can be
accepted without incoming inspection.

set-up time The time taken to switch equipment or
machinery from producing one product to another.
If set-up times are long, then it is costly to produce
small batches because shifting from one product to
another takes a lot of time and effort. Hence set-up
time reduction is one way of making production of
small batches viable. (See batch size.)

Statistical Process Control (SPC) In spite of its
name, SPC is '10 per cent statistics and 90 per cent
management action' (Hradeskey 1988: 1) The visible
part of SPC involves using simple statistical tech-
niques, mainly charting of means and variances, to
monitor production processes. The less visible part
involves, firstly, making sure that processes are
sufficiently under control to be monitored effec-
tively in this way and, secondly, to have in place the
problem-solving techniques, training, motivation
and planning required to respond to the problems
which are located.

throughput time The time taken to transform a
product from raw material to finished product, or,
alternatively, the time between receipt of an order

g

and despatch to the customer. Both indicators meas-
ure the flow of production and the speed of response
to customers. The term 'lead time' can also be used
to refer to the time elapsed between order and
despatch, although it can also be used to refer to the
time taken to bring a new product into production.

Total Quality Control (TQC) TQC philosophy
involves being concerned with all the aspects of
quality which are of concern to the customer, includ-
ing the original quality of the product, servicing,
after-care, etc. The whole of the organization should
be dedicated to achieving quality. Among the key
points of a TQC strategy, as defined by Deming, the
originator of the concept, are reduction in the number
of suppliers, recognition of production systems and
workers as being sources of faults, improvements in
on-the-job training, use of statistical methods and
improved communication (Wild 1990: 346-47). TQC
is often referred to as TQM, Total Quality Manage-
ment, as this emphasizes the difference between the
new approach to quality and the old style.
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